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Abstract 
For the purpose of the replacement of Magnetic Fluid (MF) which is effec-
tive in the production of an artificial soft and tactile skin for the robot, etc. 
by utilizing a rubber solidification method with electrolytic polymerization, 
we proposed a novel magnetic responsive intelligent fluid, Hybrid Fluid (HF). 
HF is structured with water, kerosene, silicon oil having Polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) and Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) as well as magnetic particles and sur-
factant. The state of HF changes as jelly or fluid by their rates of the consti-
tuents and motion style. In the present paper, we presented the characteristics 
of HF: the viscosity and the magnetization are respectively equivalent to those 
of other magnetic responsive fluids, MF and their solvents. For the structure, 
HF is soluble simultaneously with both diene and non-diene rubbers. The di-
ene rubber such as Natural Rubber (NR) or Chloroprene (CR) has a role in 
the feasibility of electrolytic polymerization and the non-diene rubber such as 
silicon oil rubber (Q) has a role in defense against deterioration. Therefore, 
the electrolytically polymerized HF rubber by mixing NR, CR as well as Q is 
effective for the artificial soft and tactile skin. It is responsive to pressure and 
has optimal property on piezoelectricity in the case of the mixture of Ni par-
ticles as filler. HF is effective in the production of the artificial soft and tactile 
skin made of rubber. 
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1. Introduction 

Intrinsically a robot needs to have the soft and tactile skin for the activity in our 
daily life or variegated industrial places which meets intimacy with humans, for 
example, nursery by nursing care robot in homes, hospitals, geriatric health ser-
vices facilities, etc. In order to achieve the prerequisite of the soft peculiarity for 
the robot skin, the utilization of rubber is shortcut because the material has elas-
ticity and flexibility. On the other hand, the ordinary way to have the rubber tac-
tile has been conducted on by mixing magnetic particles or carbon powder: sili-
con oil rubber (Q) [1] [2] [3], Chloroprene Rubber (CR) [4], Styrene-Butadiene 
Rubber (SBR) [5], Acrylonitrile-Butadiene Rubber (NBR) [6] and Natural Rubber 
(NR) [7]. The tactile peculiarity is almost piezo-element enough to be convenient 
on size and weight because the redundancy of essential equipment such as the 
external power source attached with electric wires may not be needed. Howev-
er, the current soft and tactile rubber has many problems such as expensive and 
intricate production by drying method of the rubber vulcanization, which brings 
about the hardness to the rubber compared to the flexibility like the human 
skin. 

In order to achieve the soft and tactile rubber, we previously proposed tech-
niques for the fabrication of tactile rubber utilizing the electrolytic polymeriza-
tion method [8] and Magnetic Compound Fluid (MCF) [9]. The novel solidifi-
cation method is expensive and convenient production of the solidified rubber: 
as soon as a 6 V and 2.7 A electric field is supplied between the rubber latex 
sandwiched between the electrodes having 1 mm thickness, the rubber can be eas-
ily solidified. The rubber latex may involve any fillers and be whether diene or 
non-diene rubber with using surfactant or Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA). 

MCF is an intelligent colloidal fluid that is responsive to a magnetic field and 
is constructed by 1 μm ordered metal particles such as Ni, Fe, Cu, etc. and 10 nm 
ordered sphere magnetite (Fe3O4) particles in a solvent such as water, kerosene, 
silicone oil, etc., since MCF is made by compounding metal particles and a Mag-
netic Fluid (MF). The application of a magnetic field then makes the metal par-
ticles and Fe3O4 aggregate to a magnetic cluster such a needle-like shape [10]. At 
first, regarding without using an electric field, when MCF is mixed into a rubber 
(which is then called MCF rubber) and vulcanized under a magnetic field, mag-
netic clusters are constructed in the rubber such that the rubber becomes respon-
sive to a magnetic field, has magnetic and mechanical anisotropy and its con-
ductivity enhances [11]. Next, by applying an electric field during vulcanization 
as well, the MCF rubber is solidified; this is a new rubber solidification method 
that is different from ordinary vulcanization with sulfur. The new solidification 
method is electrolytic polymerization in which the C=C bonds of diene rubbers 
such as NR and CR are cross linked by an electric field [12]. During the electro-
lytic polymerization, a magnetic field is applied such that the solidified MCF rub-
ber forms many magnetic clusters. The fabrication induces the piezo effect as well 
as higher conductivity [13]. In addition, the MCF rubber has higher elasticity and 
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compressibility than current conductive rubber [8]. Therefore, MCF is a rubber 
that is both soft enough and conductive enough for haptic sensing by measuring 
voltage and electric current or resistivity. MCF rubber is therefore suitable as a tac-
tile rubber. 

In general, rubber is categorized into diene and non-diene rubbers. The for-
mer is prone to deterioration because of their C=C bonds, while the latter has a 
certain defense against deterioration because they have C-C bonds, as seen in 
Ethylene-Propylene Rubber (EPM or EPDM), Urethane Rubber (U) and Q. Al-
though the diene rubbers are water-soluble enough to be vulcanized by electro-
lytic polymerization, which involves the electrolysis of aqueous electrolytes, this 
is impossible in the case of non-diene rubbers because they do not contain wa-
ter. In order to make electrolytic polymerization feasible on non-diene rubbers 
to take advantage of their defense against deterioration, we can mix diene and 
non-diene rubbers by emulsion polymerization using PVA [14] or a surfactant 
[15]. 

MCF is suitable for the production of the desired rubber with these electrolyt-
ic polymerization techniques. However, the MF that is involved in MCF is both 
expensive and inconvenient as it must be purchased from a company; it cannot 
be easily produced in the laboratory and its constituents are obscure because of a 
confidential engineering patent. In addition, the MF to be used in electrolytic po-
lymerization must be water-based and it is difficult to produce enough for it to 
be reliably commercially available. The utilization of MF also leads that the con-
summated fabrication is expensive ultimately. Therefore, in the present study, we 
propose a cutting-edge magnetic responsive fluid, HF (hybrid fluid), that is suita-
ble and easily producible for fabricating rubber with characteristics similar to those 
of human skin tissue and that can replace MCF [16]. The purpose of the present 
study to is the creation of new tractable responsive fluid replacing MF for the 
production of haptic rubber skin enough to be novel. In addition, HF is such a 
novel fluid that it can be soluble in both water and kerosene or silicon oil from 
the cause that tactile rubber to be electrolytically polymerized consists of diene 
and non-diene rubbers can be produced with using the HF. The characteristics 
of the ordinary magnetic responsive fluid such as MF, MCF and Magneto-Rheo- 
logical Fluid (MRF) soluble to either water or kerosene, silicon oil has been elu-
cidated in the field of an intelligent fluid. However, the characteristics of the in-
telligent fluid soluble to both water and kerosene or silicone oil have been un-
clear until recently. Therefore, it is novel to investigate the characteristics of HF 
soluble to both water and kerosene or silicon oil. 

2. Hybrid Fluid (HF) 

In order to take advantage of the defense against deterioration of non-diene rub-
ber, diene and non-diene rubbers are combined using PVA. Diene rubbers such 
as NR and CR are soluble in water, while non-diene rubbers such as Q are so-
luble in kerosene. Most particularly, Q is soluble in silicone oil with Polydime-
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thylsiloxane (PDMS). Therefore, rubber latex combined with NR (Ulacol; Rejitex 
Co., Ltd., Atsugi, Japan), CR (671A; Showa Denko Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and 
Q can be soluble in water, kerosene or silicone oil. For the possible combination 
of rubber and magnetic responsive fluid, therefore, the magnetic responsive fluid 
may include water, kerosene or silicone oil. On the other hand, the magnetic 
responsive fluid that replaces MF consists of magnetic particles and surfactant, 
which is simulated MF whose Fe3O4 is coated by a surfactant. Thus, the new 
magnetic responsive fluid consists of Fe3O4 (Fujifilm Wako Chemicals Co., Ltd., 
Osaka, Japan) and Fe (M300, about 50-μm particles; Kyowa Pure Chemical Co., 
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) particles in the solution mixed with water, kerosene or silicone 
oil (KF96 with 1-cSt viscosity with PDMS; Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, 
Japan) with a surfactant of sodium hexadecyl sulfate aqueous solution (Fujifilm 
Wako Chemicals), where KF96 involves PDMS. M300 should be compounded 
because the mixed fluid has little responsive to a magnetic field when we use on-
ly Fe3O4. The purpose of using the surfactant is to optimize the combination of 
diene and non-diene rubbers, as shown in our previous study [15]. The consti-
tuents are shown in Table 1. HF is produced as follows. First, sodium hexadecyl 
sulfate is combined with water at a weight ratio of 1:10. This sodium hexadecyl sul-
fate aqueous solution is compounded with Fe3O4 and M300 using an agitator. Next, 
the mixture is agitated during about 1 hour with water, kerosene, KF96 and PVA. 
The using of high-speed agitator or the mixing under vacuum optimizes well-dis- 
persion enough to avoid the separated state of the mixed liquids. We should pay 
attention of degassing from the liquids since the liquids inflate by the agitating. If 
we don’t use the vacuum pump during agitating, the liquids must be vacuumed 
intermittently in the interval of agitating. 

 
Table 1. Constituents of Hybrid Fluids (HFs): PVA, polyvinyl alcohol; non-mag., HF with no application of a magnetic field; 
mag., with the application of a magnetic field at 180 mT; under, under the application of a magnetic field; after removing, soon 
after removing the magnetic field. 

Specimen  
No. 

Water  
[g] 

Kerosene  
[g] 

KF96 (1cSt)  
[g] 

PVA [g] 
Fe3O4 

[g] 
M300  

[g] 

Sodium hexadecyl  
sulfate aqueous  

solution [g] 

Density  
[kg/m3] 

Corresponding to Figure 1 

non-mag. 
mag. 

under after removing 

HF1 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1230 (a) (b) (c) 

HF2 3 3 3 21 3 3 4 1041 (d) (e) (f) 

HF3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1184 (g) (h) (i) 

HF4 3 2 2 1.6 1 4 5  (j)   

HF5 3 3 3  3 3 4 1368 (k) (l) (m) 

HF6 3  3 3 3 3 4 1186 (n) (o) (p) 

HF7  1 1 1 0.22 1 0.8  (q)   

HF8  3 3 3 3 3 4 1320 (r) (s) (t) 

HF9 3 3  3 3 3 4 1393 (u) (v) (w) 
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An overview of HF is shown in Figure 1, whose images correspond to the HF 
specimens shown in Table 1. In the case of the application of a magnetic field, 
each HF was put on a permanent magnet at 180 mT. In those cases without a 
magnetic field, the fluid combining water, kerosene, KF96 and PVA is a little 
viscous like jelly (HF1 and HF3), and the fluid without PVA, water or KF96 has  

 

 
Figure 1. Photographs of HF specimens (a)-(w), which have the constituents shown in Table 1. 
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the same collectability (HF5, HF7, HF8 and HF9). On the other hand, by in-
creasing the PVA or water but not the kerosene or KF96, the sample becomes 
fluid like water (HF2 and HF4). PVA is so soluble that the fluidity of PVA is 
close to that of water. The fluid without kerosene is also quite fluid (HF6). Water 
contributes to fluidity and kerosene contributes to collectability. 

When a magnetic field was applied, many spikes were created along the mag-
netic field line. The spikes are structured by many needle-like magnetic clusters. 
However, in the specimens with less surfactant or without kerosene (HF3 and 
HF6), the spikes are not maintained once the magnet is removed. Surfactant and 
kerosene contribute to the maintenance of the structure of the magnetic clusters. 

Regarding magnetic clusters, we can obtain magnetic clusters from HF by us-
ing our previously presented technique for the extraction of magnetic clusters 
from a magnetic responsive fluid such as Magnetorheological Fluid (MRF) or 
MCF [10]: we put a permanent magnet on the bottom of the beaker into which 
the fluid is poured, then pour the solvent of the fluid into the beaker and discard 
it. After many repetitions, we obtain the magnetic clusters on the bottom of the 
beaker. Figure 2 shows one such HF sample. These magnetic clusters exist in the 
residual water from the HF solvent. When the magnetic field is removed and the 
extracted magnetic clusters are shaken, the clusters disperse. However, when the 
magnetic field is removed without shaking, the configuration of the magnetic 
clusters is maintained (Figure 2). 

The magnetic clusters have a needle-like and dendrite shape and are aligned 
along the line of the removed magnetic field. The creation of the magnetic clus-
ters induces the enhanced conductivity of the electrolytically polymerized HF 
rubber. 

Given that the combination of water, kerosene, KF96 and PVA brings about 
collectability as shown in Figure 1, the HF can be guessed to have enhanced 
viscosity. 

The relationship between shear rate and shear stress is shown in Figure 3, 
which includes HF specimens from both Table 1 and Table 2. W40 in the figure 
indicates a water-based MF with 40 wt% Fe3O4 (W40; Taiho Industry Co., Ltd., Ta-
katsuki, Japan), for comparison with the HF, which replaces MF. For measurement,  

 

 
Figure 2. Photograph of magnetic clusters extracted from HF2 aligned along a magnetic 
field magnified by microscope with magnification of 60×. 
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Figure 3. Relationship between shear rate and shear stress of HFs that have the constituents shown in Table 1 and Table 2: (a) 
without a magnetic field; (b) under a magnetic field of 39 mT. 
 
Table 2. Constituents of other HFs: *, KF96 with 1 cSt replaces one with 100 cSt; **, KF96 with 1 cSt replaces one with 1000 cSt 
(the viscosity of KF96 of HFs16 and 17 is not different from the one of other HFs). 

Specimen  
No. 

Water [g] Kerosene [g] KF96 (1cSt) [g] PVA [g] Fe3O4 [g] M300 [g] 
Sodium hexadecyl sulfate  

aqueous solution [g] 
Density  
[kg/m3] 

HF10 3 21 3 3 3 3 4 973 

HF11 21 3 3  3 3 4 1218 

HF12 21 3 3 3 3 3 4 1181 

HF13 3 3 21 3 3 3 4 991 

HF14 3 3 3 3 1.5 1.5 4 1076 

HF15 21 3 3 21 3 3 2 1098 

HF16 3 3 3* 21 3 3 4 1091 

HF17 3 3 3** 21 3 3 4 1108 

 
we used a plate-plate type rotational viscometer in order to achieve uniform dis-
tribution of the magnetic field over the rotational plate with 40-mm diameter 
throughout. Torque applied on the plate was measured by torque meter (SS-005, 
Ono Sokki, Co. Ltd., Yokohama, Japan) under a rotational speed of the plate ap-
plied by DC motor (Vexta, BXM460-GFH2, Oriental Motor, Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Ja-
pan). The distance between the plates was 1 mm. The magnetic field was applied 
by a permanent magnet. 

When no magnetic field was applied, viscosity increased in HF specimens with 
KF96 solvent, which has a larger viscosity. Given this result, most HF specimens 
have the viscosity of MF, which has the same ordered viscosity (water, kerosene, 
KF96). 

Under the application of a magnetic field, the viscosity of HF is multiplied 
several times, which is the same tendency seen with MF. However, the viscosity 
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does not become greater than that of other magnetic responsive fluids, such as 
MRF. In general, the fluid polymerized by emulsifier has comparatively low vis-
cosity. HF is guessed to have the similar peculiarity. 

Figure 4 shows the magnetization of HFs compared to MF measured by a vi-
brating sample magnetometer (VSM, TM-VSM1015-CRO-T, Tamakawa Co. Ltd., 
Sendai, Japan). The saturation magnetization of the HF specimens is several times 
larger than that of MF. 

However, it is not larger than that of other magnetic responsive fluids; MRF, 
for example, is the same regarding viscosity. 

HF is coordinate with MF because its viscosity and magnetization are equiva-
lent to those of MF based on the results shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

The electrical conductivity of HF2 as a representative of all HFs is shown in 
Table 3 compared to other liquids. The electrical conductivity of HF is closest to 
that of PVA, which contains a lot of water. Therefore, HF is inferred to be an 
oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion as follows. PVA and surfactant of sodium hexadecyl 
sulfate are emulsifiers, and emulsions are created by emulsifiers. In general, the 
dispersed system of emulsion with water phase and kerosene phase is divided 
in O/W emulsion, in which a dispersoid of oil is dispersed in a disperse medium 
of water, and water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion, in which a dispersoid of water is dis-
persed in a disperse medium of oil. And liquid phase which can easily dissolve 
an emulsifier becomes a disperse medium; this is well-known as Bancroft’s law. 
In the present case, the emulsifier is PVA enough to be soluble into water. In 
addition, the current way to verify whether the dispersal system is O/W or W/O 

 

 
Figure 4. Magnetization of HFs. 

 
Table 3. Electrical conductivity of HF2 compared to the other fluids involved in HF2. 

HF Water PVA KF96 (1 cSt) Kerosene 

827 μS/cm 1.21 μS/cm 598 μS/cm 0 μS/cm 0 μS/cm 
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is based on conductivity: lower conductivity indicates a W/O system, and higher 
one O/W. 

On the other hand, the viscosity of HF approaches that of water, as seen 
from the viscosity of HF without a magnetic field (Figure 3(a)). In addition, we 
can confirm that HF is soluble in water as well as PVA, but not soluble in 
KF96 or kerosene. Thus, from the above results, we can infer a physical model of HF 
(Figure 5). As shown in Figure 5(a), PVA is connected between water and KF96 
adhered with kerosene. Magnetic particles of Fe3O4 and M300 hold the inner-
most position. Each magnetic particle is coated by PVA, KF96 and kerosene. 
Thus fabricated scheme does not necessarily connote the overall structure of HF, 
and the fabricate may be minimized part of HF. Or we may also consider the 
long-emulsion type (Figure 5(b)), which is easily aggregated by many single- 
emulsion types such that the PDMS of KF96 has a long-chain molecular struc-
ture. In addition to these types, we may also propose other emulsion types, for 
example, long chain-like aggregated emulsion creations rolling into a ball, a 
mix of Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). As for both types, many emulsion phases 
agglomerate, creating a large jelly-like body. Therefore, without a magnetic field, 
HF exhibits a collected body when in a static state, as shown in Figure 6(a). By 
the application of shear rate, KF96 and kerosene move easily and simultaneously 
with water and PVA so that HF can flow smoothly, like water. This case may 
exhibit the deformation of the fabricate of PVA, KF96 and kerosene as shown 
in Figure 5(b). Therefore, once HF is moved by shear force, it is instantaneously  

 

 
Figure 5. Physical model of HF: (a) single-emulsion type; (b) long-chain like aggregated 
emulsion type; (c) and (d) mix of soluble or insoluble liquid with HF. 
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Figure 6. Schematic shape of the body of the HF: (a) in a static state; (b) under shear motion. 

 
sheared with a fluidic motion, as shown in Figure 6(b). 

If soluble or insoluble liquid is mixed with HF as shown in Figure 5(c), the 
soluble liquid is soluble to water, on the other hand, the insoluble liquid is en-
compassed by the fabricate of PVA, KF96 and kerosene as shown in Figure 5(d). 
Therefore HF can be dissolved into whether soluble or insoluble liquid. 

3. Magnetic Conductive Rubber by HF 

When utilizing HF in a rubber, it is important to measure the piezoelectricity 
and piezoresistivity of the electrolytically polymerized rubber. The HF we used 
contained 3 g water, 3 g kerosene, 3 g KF96 (1cSt), 3 g PVA, 1.5 g Fe3O4, 1.5 g 
iron particles and 2 g sodium hexadecyl sulfate aqueous solution. The iron par-
ticles used three types of 1.2-µm spherical Fe particles (HQ, Yamaishi Co., Ltd., 
Noda, Japan), Ni (µm-order and pimple-like shapes on the surface; No. 123; Ya-
maishi) and M300. HF produced in ad-vance is combined with a rubber latex 
blended with both 3 g NR and 3 g CR (Figures 7(a)-(f)), and a 30-V, 2.7-A elec-
tric field is applied to the combined rubber latex under a 312-mT magnetic field 
for 15 min (Figures 7(g)-(r)). The electrolytically polymerized HF rubber has a 
concave-convex surface on the cathode side of the electrode at electrolytic poly-
merization and a comparatively even surface on the anode side. These are the same 
characteristics shown by MCF rubber in our previous studies [8] [13], in which 
the rubber surfaces were different due to the difference between anionic and ca-
tionic polymerization [13]. 

Regarding the HF rubber, we measured the voltage of its piezoelectricity as 
spontaneous voltage and that of its piezoresistivity as inner voltage obtained by 
the application of outer voltage, whose mechanisms for generating inner and 
spontaneous voltages we discuss in our previous study [13], using the same ex-
perimental apparatus described in our previous study [13]. Figure 8 and Figure 
9 show the results under the repeated and continuous application of a force. In 
the case of piezoelectricity, the spontaneous voltage using Ni is larger than those 
of HQ and M300. Because Ni particles aggregate freely owing to their pimple-like 
shape, however, spherical particles of HQ and M300 aggregate in a chain-like struc-
ture. On the other hand, in the case of piezoresistivity with 10-V outer voltage, 
the change in voltage with HQ is larger than that with Ni and M300 because the 
HQ particle size is small, while that of Ni and M300 is large and the particles ag-
gregate collectively so that electric current flows easily. 

From the cause of utilization of the generating spontaneous voltage, we adopt  
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Figure 7. Photographs of HF combined with rubber (a)-(f) and of electrolytically polymerized HQ rubber (g)-(r): 
(a), (b), (g)-(j) with HQ; (c), (d), (k)-(n) with Ni; (e), (f), (o)-(r) with M300; (a), (c), (e) without a magnetic field; 
(b), (d), (f) with the 490-mT magnetic field of a 15 × 20-mm permanent magnet; (g), (h), (k), (l), (o), (p) the ca-
thode side of the electrode at electrolytic polymerization; (i), (j), (m), (n), (q), (r) the anode side of the electrode 
at electrolytic polymerization; (h), (j), (l), (n), (p), (r) magnified by a microscope from (g), (i), (k), (m), (o), (q), 
respectively. 

 
the utilization of Ni as optimum filler in the production of HF rubber sensors. It 
is convenient that the using of an outer power supply connected to a sensor in 
order to obtain an electrical signal from the sensor by the application of an elec-
tric field is dispensable. Because the using of an outer power supply is bulky and 
heavy, or the using of electric wires is obstructive for operation of robot, the 
measurement of the generating spontaneous voltage in piezoelectricity is tracta-
ble on the operation. 
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Figure 8. Changes in voltage to force on piezoelectricity in rubber with HF: (a) involving HQ; (b) involving Ni; (c) involving M 
300. 
 

As an example of advancing the effective contribution with HF, by utilizing 
HF in the production of tactile rubber, we can present that HF is suitable and 
easily producible for fabricating rubber with characteristics similar to those of 
human skin tissue as shown in Appendix [16]. To realize the production of the 
simulated human skin tissue, the cutaneous receptor in human skin is mimicked 
to be fabricated by HF rubber, for example, Merkel cells, Meissner corpuscles, 
etc. By mixing HF and particles such as Ni and TiO2 with NR, CR and U as well 
as by the application of electrolytic polymerization, HF rubber can be fabricated 
the cutaneous receptors. Furthermore, they are embedded in another human body 
such as a finger made of U to be molded so that the haptic and stretchable hu-
man body with sensibility can be fabricated. HF is effective on the production of 
their complicated fabrication phases. 

4. Conclusions 

Our novel magnetic responsive fluid, HF, is so useful in the production of con-
ductive soft rubber using the electrolytic polymerization method that it can be  
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Figure 9. Changes in voltage to force on piezoresistivity in rubber with HF: (a) involving HQ; (b) involving Ni; (c) involving M 
300. 
 

mixed with both diene and non-diene rubbers. Because HF consists of a combi-
nation of water, kerosene, KF96 and PVA, it exhibits a static state like a jelly, 
however, its shape instantaneously changes in a fluidic motion when it is moved 
by shear force owing to the dispersed system of O/W emulsion. The viscosity of 
HF is equivalent to that of other magnetic responsive fluids and their solvents. In 
addition, the magnetization of HF is equivalent to that of other magnetic res-
ponsive fluids. The piezoelectric characteristics of compounded rubber with HF 
indicate that the Ni compound is optimal. The cause is the convenience of the 
using of an outer power supply and electric wires are dispensable for the opera-
tion of the robot installed a haptic sensor made of HF rubber. 

Our deploying physical models of HF may be yet incomplete so that any in-
vestigation such as SEM, etc. might be needed. However, because the purpose in 
the present study is the creation of new tractable responsive fluid replacing MF 
for the production of soft and tactile rubber as a skin of robot, etc., in the present 
paper, we do not describe the detail here and the further microscopic mechan-
ism of HF would be tackled in other papers. 
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In another paper, we present the fabrication process of sensitive rubber simi-
lar to the sensibility of human skin tissue and the feasibility of replacing MCF 
with HF. HF is suitable and easily producible for fabricating rubber mimicked a 
human skin embedded with receptors. Therefore, HF has the viability of soft and 
tactile rubber like the human skin. Furthermore, because HF is soluble both in 
water and kerosene or silicon oil, other engineering applications can be expecta-
ble. In general, ordinary fluid is categorized soluble to water or soluble to kero-
sene and silicon oil. Therefore, it is well-known that until recently many engi-
neering applications and scientific phenomena have been developed with taking 
either soluble or insoluble distinctiveness into account in fluid dynamics. How-
ever, the fluid to be soluble simultaneously to water and kerosene, silicon oil is 
novel that original convention might be created. In addition, because the beha-
vior of HF changes fluidity or jelly-like soft body by the constitution rate of HF, 
other engineering applications can be also expectable. As is known well, material 
is divided into three types, solid, fluid and gas. HF institutes the state between 
solid and fluid such as jelly-like bodies involving the fluid state by controlling 
the constitution rate of HF. For example, the state of slime or latex, etc. can be 
easily produced. These states have been utilized in many engineering applica-
tions. 
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Appendix 

The originality of the paper to be further analyzed and clarified by the current 
work is the simulated human skin tissue. The current work is the specific dem-
onstration of the cutaneous receptor embedded in human skin. The cutaneous 
receptor can be mimicked to be fabricated by HF rubber, for example, Merkel 
cells, Meissner corpuscles, etc., which has been presented in another paper [16]. 
Further the fabricated cutaneous receptor is embedded in a human body such as 
finger so that we can propose a novel artificial human body of skin tissue like a 
humanoid. Therefore, there is the novelty of HF on this demonstration. Natu-
rally, there would be other novelties except for this demonstration. 

We can fabricate with utilizing HF free nerve endings which is shown in Fig-
ure A1, Krause and bulbs, Meissner corpuscles, Pacinian corpuscles, Ruffini end-
ings. It is embedded in a finger made of U which is highly stretchable and com-
pressible as shown in Figure A2. Figure A3 shows the voltage of the cutaneous 
receptors of Krause and bulbs at touching hot or cold water and repeating com-
pression in the water. The voltage is the generated spontaneous voltage in pie-
zoelectricity by using Ni enough to be useful as shown in Figure 8. The thermal 
and force responses can be realized such as human finger enough to be expecta-
ble for futuristic humanoid. 

 

 
Figure A1. Fabrication of free nerve endings as one of cutaneous receptor as Type-A HF 
sensor presented in [16]: the left is the schematic diagram; the right is the image. 

 

 

Figure A2. Image of a finger in which the cutaneous receptors are embedded [16]. 
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Figure A3. Voltage of the cutaneous receptors of Krause and bulbs at compression [16]. 
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